2011
2011 SAUVIGNON BLANC,
BLANC, HAPPY CANYON OF SANTA BARBARA

COMPOSITION
100% Sauvignon Blanc
VINEYARDS
VINEYARDS
55% Vogelzang
45% Grassini Family
CLONES
1 (82%) and musque (18%)
AVERAGE YIELD
2.38 Tons per Acre
HARVEST DATES
Sept 12nd to Sept 24th
APPELLATION
Happy Canyon of
Santa Barbara
FERMENTATION
85% Barrel fermented in
French Oak
15% in Stainless Barrels
AGING
11 months on the lees
Occasional bâtonnage
BOTTLED
August 27, 2011
ALCOHOL: 14.1%
CASES PRODUCED: 400

PHILOSOPHY
We believe that Sauvignon Blanc is one of the great white wine
grapes of the world, and we aim to produce reference point wines
from this varietal. This bottling represents an appellation blend of
lots we feel express the characteristics of happy canyon; explosive
but bright yellow and tropical fruits and melons balanced by fresh,
clean and present acidity, but without the herbaceousness often
found in other regions. Happy Canyon, with its unique soils and
climate - warm to hot summer daytime high temperatures and cool
to cold evening lows - is quickly becoming known for producing
some of the finest sauvignon Blanc grapes anywhere.
THE VINEYARDS
Vogelzang Vineyard & Grassini Family Vineyard
These are two of the finest Sauvignon Blanc vineyards in Happy
Canyon. We purchase these grapes on a per acre basis, and therefore
are intimately involved in all farming practices; such as yield
control, canopy management, irrigation and differential
harvesting of portions of our blocks.
THE VINTAGE
2011 has proven to be a solid vintage for Sauvignon Blanc, and the
wines appear as promising as in any recent vintage. Although a
historically cool and challenging year overall, careful canopy and
crop management along with patience and selective picking at
harvest allowed us to make highly successful and interesting
wines. The season commenced with a devastating April frost which
cut yields in many vineyards up to 50%. Next, the weather was cold
and rainy during bloom, resulting in a highly variable set, further
curtailing yield. The smaller crop loads which occurred naturally
(we normally farm our blocks for low yields anyway) were critical
in 2011, as the cool temperatures of the season would have made it
impossible to ripen a large crop load. As harvest approached we
constantly monitored individual blocks and picked in several passes
between early and late September, selecting the riper, more
flavorful bunches, while leaving the others on the vine for more
flavor development.
OUR WINEMAKING
We harvested in selective picks and personally hand-sorted the
clusters in the field. Within hours, we gently pressed the grapes and
transferred the juice directly to a mixture of tanks, barrels and
500L puncheons. Primary fermentation was completed in both tank
and barrel, with native and commercial yeasts and temperature
control. We blocked malolactic fermentation to retain freshness
and then aged the wines on their lees for 11 months.

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $28
PROPRIETORS/WINEMAKERS:
John Dragonette, Steve Dragonette, & Brandon Sparks-Gillis
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